Abstract. Active galaxies are most luminous objects in the universe whose spectra are characterized by both permitted and forbidden emission line features. The spectra of Seyfert 1 galaxies and quasars contain strong and broad emission lines of wide ranging ionization potentials. The velocity widths of the lines range from a minimum of ≈ 500 km/s for narrow lines to a maximum of 20,000 km/sec for broad lines. The UV spectra of the active galaxies contain strong and broad emission lines such as Lyα, NV, SiIV, OIV], CIV, CIII] and MgII lines. The widths of the broad lines are attributed to the differential doppler shifts of the emission lines due to the bulk motions of individual clumpy gas clouds in the BLR region. We have anlysed UV spectra of Seyfert 1 galaxies and quasars from IUE satellite archival database to understand the nature of dependence of the emission line properties with the underlying UV continuum. We have undertaken line luminosity correlation studies for Lyα and CIV lines with their underlying UV continuum luminosity at 1125Å, 1425Å & 1625Å. The IUE archival spectra have been reduced for galactic reddening using the E(B-V) and NHI values published continuum luminosity has been observed at 1125Å, 1425Å & 1625Å. The Lyα line line has exhibited strongest linear correlation wavelengths while CIV line has shown at 1425Å and 2625Å wavelengths. These results are empirically consistent with the predictions of the general multi-component photo-ionization models suggesting that the central strong UV continuum has been reprocessed by the clumpy gas clouds of the broad emission region (BLR). A detailed account of the data reduction, UV flux measurement and the significance of line-luminosity correlations are discussed in this paper.
Introduction
The Active galactic Nuclei (AGNs) emit radiation over the entire electromagnetic spectrum from the highest energy γ-photons to the lowest energy radio waves. To a first order approximation the continua of AGNs are similar over seven orders of magnitude in wavelengths. Active galaxies are most luminous objects in the universe whose spectra are characterized by both permitted and forbidden emission line features. The spectra of Seyfert 1 galaxies (Sy1) and quasars contain strong and broad emission lines of wide ranging ionization potentials. The velocity widths of the lines range from a minimum of ≈500 km/s for narrow lines to a maximum of 20,000 km/sec for broad lines. The Ultra Violet spectra of these active galaxies contain strong and broad emission lines such as Lyα, NV, SiIV, OIV], CIV, CIII] and MgII lines. The widths of the broad lines are attributed to the differential Doppler shifts of the emission lines due to the bulk motions of individual clumpy clouds. Thus, it becomes very much interesting to study the dependence of emission line parameters with the underlying UV continuum in Sefert1 galaxies and quasars with the advent UV spectroscopic observations by IUE satellite (Bogess A et al. 1978) . It is widely believed that the strong UV lines are emitted by the re-processing of the strong UV continuum radiation by the clumpy gas clouds of BLR. 
IUE Data Analysis
The flux calibrated IUE spectra have been reduced for galactic reddening using published E(B-V) values from Obrien et al.(1988) , Kinney A L et al.(1991) , Felix J Lockman (1995) and David J Schelgel (1998) papers. The spectral data reduction have been carried out using the dered and dopcor tasks of IRAF. We have measured the continuum fluxes at 1125Å, 1425Å and 1625Å rest wavelengths as we found that these continuum windows to be sufficiently away from the wavelengths of the emission lines. We have measured the continuum fluxes with 50Å wide continuum window by sampling two wavelength values centered about the above mentioned continuum wavelengths. The continuum measurement task of IRAF gives the mean continuum flux value over the 50Å wide window and the rms deviation of the measurement flux from the mean flux, which is considered as the most probable uncertainty in the continuum flux measurements. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the IUE camera ranges between ≈3-40 and we have selected the continuum measurements for which the SNR 5. We have calculated the mean value of the continuum flux in case of the repeated observations. The study of AGNs has drawn overwhelming attention because of its extraordinary luminosity emitted by the matter accretion processes taking place at the central super massive black hole. The luminosity of AGNs typically lies in the 10 42 -10 48 erg/sec range, thus making these objects as the highest luminosity objects in the universe. We have calculated the luminosity of Sy1 galaxies and quasars using the relation
where L λ is the monochromatic luminosity at wavelength λ D L is the luminosity distance of the object and F λ is the monochromatic flux. The luminosity-distances (D L ,Mpc) of the objects have been calculated using the luminosity-distance equation of Terrell (1977) with H 0 =70 Km/Sec/Mpc. To explore the nature of the dependence the luminosity of Lyα and CIV lines with the underlying UV continuum luminosity at 1125Å, 1425 & 2625Å, we have carried out the correlation study of line luminosity with the underlying continuum since a strong direct dependence has been observed in the optical lines and their underlying optical non-thermal continuum.
Results and discussions
We see from figures 1 and 2 that Lyα exhibits the most tight correlation at 1125Å, 1425Å continuum wavelengths with a mean R = 0.939 and CIV line with R = 0.893 at 1425Å and 2625Å. Thus we see a similarity in the dependence of low and high ionization lines by the strong UV continuum emitted by the central accretion disk of AGNs. The UV spectroscopy of Sy 1 galaxies and quasars has established the similarity of Seyfert 1 and quasars in terms of their UV line and continuum properties. These results would help us to unify the Seyfert 1 galaxies and quasars. Further, it could also be concluded that our results are empirically consistent with the predictions of the general photo-ionization models, suggesting that the central strong continuum would have been re-processed by the clumpy gas clouds of broad emission line (BLR) region. We feel that these results could become significant for the construction/constraining of BLR models.
